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Frozen 2 box office predictions forbes

Kristen Bell, Idina Menzel, Josh Gad, and Jonathan Groff of Walt Disney's Big News are Walt Disney II than the $1 billion brand of the Gross World. That includes a $19.2 million domestic and $55.7 million abroad weekend, for a global $74.9 million frame. That gives the sequences animated a $366.5 million domestic cume (past Jungle Book) and $666 million abroad (called Ave
Satani) and $1.032.5 billion worldwide. The high supervisor alone will put near $1,276 billion killing in the end, although if it ends up shortly then blaming Japan. Frozen ADVERTISEMENT 2 has earned $67 million so, a fine sum but quite short so far of the $247 million bonkers impacted by the first freezer there in 2014. Offhand, we would seek a total of $415 million domestic and
$1.2 billion worldwide by the end. So yes, if it makes it past $1.276 billion or not, it's a huge hit and (once it spends $1.1 billion Kim) it will be the largest animated sequence ever in gross before ever in Gross Gross before ever. Daniel Craig and Ana De Armas at Rian Johnson's 'Knives Out' Lionsgate Lionsgate, MRC and Knives T-Street's exit earn $9.25 million (-35%) on its third
weekend for a $78.92million domestic cumestic. Rian Johnson's acclaimed murder mystery has earned $162.2million worldwide, potentially giving Lionsgate a new franchise. At this point, especially as he's potentially out Gross a number of competent preordained competitors, he's got to be looked at as an Oscar dark horse contest. It has rav reviews, loud buzz, decent legs and it's
about to pull past Fox/Disney's Ford v Ferrari ($184 million after a $9.2million global weekend). The Lionsgate bombshell will open with $312,000 in four theatres this weekend, with a wide release on Friday, but I somehow haven't seen Fox News melodrama earn $42 million in its first five days. Whichever way, it's a full-on programmed estudio break in an era when things are
beyond rare. Daniel Kaluuya and Jodie Turner-Smith of 'Queen &amp; Slim' Fox universal and Ford Disney's V Ferrari would be at $98.2million domestic by evening while Fox Searchlight's Lajo Rabbit would be more than $20 million. Both remain in the Oscar race if only by virtue of being commercial crowdpleasers and by Disney there's something to prove. Queen Melina
Matsoukas Art &amp; Arts; Awards Slim has grossed $3.52 million (-47%) over the weekend three for a $33.1million domestic 17-day domestic cumestic. Marielle Heller's a lovely Day in the Neighborhood earned $3.37 million (-35%) on the weekend of four for a fine $49,345 million domestic gross. Kasi Lemmons' Harriet will be $41.7million at night. Charlie's Angels and Christmas
Christmas may be inefficient, but there are plenty of success stories out there for female directors who are promoting studios. In the long run, that may be as important, if not more, than if those films end up at their Oscars. ADVERTISEMENT Oh, AND those who still hold counts, Joker has now earned $1.06 billion worldwide. Jidina Menzel Menzel Walt Disney' Walt Disney A's II
started its post box (presumably) fire box run last night with a solid $8.5million in Thursday's previews. Jennifer Lee and Chris Buck's hot-anticipate, which again stars Kristen Bell and Idina Menzel as Anna and Understandably, didn't quite break a record, by which Disney expected one, for a Thursday preview for an animated feature. It's still up there, just below the $12 million
preview for Toy Story 4 (which eventually opened with $120 million June) and $9.2million Thursday for Get Dory (leading to a then-record $135 million launch in 2016). The movie's record toon still tops The Incredibles 2, which earned $18.5million in June 2018 through Thursday previews on the way to a record-breaking, for an aon, for an aon, $183 million opening. With mostly
positive reviews, a beloved property and some restrictions over the last six years in terms of not flooding the market with freezer television shows or short features (just five minutes to Freezer Fever in 2015 and 22-minute adventure at Freezer Olaf in November of 2018), the Freezer II is the main to score a very spectacular opening weekend. Disney insisted, many times, that no
animated outdoor film openings have earned even $100 million, with the largest Fri-Sun frame frames that span Zootopia ($75 million in 2016). They don't want a repeat of Air Toy Story 4 scheduled for a $150-$200 million launch only to disappoint with a $120 million refund. The film discovered and earned $430 million at the end, but the Mouse House was trying its best at roughly
charmed temperatures. The question is how ahead of this overwhelmingly toon happens to be, especially considering the level of antisipation and the possibility that general audiences can wait (relatively speaking) until the children are out of school to break the holiday. We saw that with the Menace Phantom back in 1999 (opened the weekend before Memorial Day weekend), and
we could see it here as well. If this wasn't a kid-friendly animated movie, we'd probably be looking at a debut weekend of between $71 million and $94 million. A run like Finding Dory (6.7% of its Weekend Gross via previews) would give it a $127 million opening. A 5 figure would give it a robust $170 million opening, while 6 would mean $142 million, so there's a lot of virgin rooms. A
$126 million opening, which feels about right (give or take word of mouth), would be the fifth-largest opening to November, sense of inflation (Harry Potter and part of Death Hallows I and the Hunger Games: Part Mockingjay I both earned on /under $125 million debuts without 3-D in 2010 and 2014), behind only three twilight sequences ($142 million in 2009, $138 million in 2012
and $141 million in 2012) and Fire Catching. The Hunger Games sequence opened with $158 million in 2013, sarcastically over the frozen weekend of El Capitan's just before its wide launch thanks to it. I'm sure Disney would love to get just above that sequence that they aren't Night. Regardless, he just split right and Frizen II won't drop 70 into his second Fry-Sun frame. Freezer
II earns around $11.4million in China on Friday, which is the highest Animation Disney/Pixar opening day ever. The Lion King (which is technically considered a live-action flick though it's essentially, well, an animated film) opened with $55 million in China for an eventual $120 million. Freeze earned $48 million in China, which was a fine sum at the time and is still decent for a
Disney toon. The question's real brand will be Japan. The original Freeze opened with $7.4million in March 2014 only for its footage of a knocking $247 million total Japine. It was Japan that turned frozen into the biggest animated film of all time, with $1,276 billion. Counting China and North America II freezer have earned $38.5million worldwide so far. In Thursday's other news
preview news, Today a wonderful Day in the Neighborhood earned $900,000 last night. Sony will project the Flick's Marielle Heller, fixing Tom Hanks as Mister Rogers, is opening with around $14 million. That would be a fine start for a $25 million drama and potentially long legs (with Oscar buzz), but I'd like to be shocked. It's a terrific movie, one deeper and (subtly) deeper than
you might think, and with one that doesn't remotely rest in Hey, Hanks is Rogers! gimmick as the reason for its existence. Stx's 21 bridge earned $700,000 last night. The $33 million, rising Chadwick Boseman as a killer detector neck detector, is expected to open with around $12-15 million for the weekend. Kristen Bell and Josh Gad of Frizen II (2019) Disney's Walt Disney II
earned around $12.82 million on Monday, a drop of 66% from its $38 million Sunday, to bring its four-day cemetery to $143,083 million. If the movie 36.3/63.7 domestic/overseas remains as is, then we can cemetery that the movie has earned $394 million worldwide. That is to say, it will spend $400 million by the end of that sentence. In terms of Sunday-to-Monday drops for
opening films on this weekend pre-Grasgiving, it's the highest end. However, we're dealing with a bunch of movie lovers (three films Harry Potter, three sequences hunger Games, four Twilight Saga flicks, two fantastic movies, and Justice League) that all fell between 62% and 67% on the first Mondays. Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets didn't get Meksgiving until his third
weekend, which explains his 73% Sunday-to-Monday drop. The grinch spilled a 78 popping up on its first Monday back in 2000. That argued either children were out of school than in today's school year or the folks who missed it over the weekend were just waiting on the holidays until the appropriate holidays to catch it. The performance of Ron Howard's blokbuster (at $260
million domestic, it was the biggest domestic earning the year) is still the ideal scenario for Walt Disney's sequence. It opened with $55 million and then was earning $52 million (-5%) weekends, besting Menace's Phantom record ($51 million from a $64 million opening) for the biggest second weekend at that time. The grinch ended ten days with $137 million, or 2.5x its opening
weekend. A similar run would give Frizen 2 a boffo $323 million domestic mile fifteen days. If this seems hyperbolic, then perhaps Fire Catching is a better example. That Hunger Games sequels nagged the largest opening November ever and $158 million, which still temporarily caused Lionsgate's shares to drop by 10% because idiot on Wall Street made sure it would open closer
to $185 million. The film was made and earns $113 million on its Wed-Sun frame (a record for Graksgiving) as Grozen opened wide with $93 million on the holiday weekend. Firefighters ended up with $296 million on the way to a domestic ume $424 million domestic. A similar model would give Frozen II a 244 million ten-day supply to a domestic completion of 350 million domestic.
If Star Wars: The Menace Phantom seems applicable, it opened with a record then-record 105 million Wed-Sun cume, which was considered as lower than expected. It took the silver medal among opening Fri-Sun and $64 million, under the $74 million Fri-Sun-Sun frame, but still led to a Memorial Day weekend. Despite mixed reviews with fans about George Lucas who lost Star
Wars (time is a flat circle), Episode One earned $51 million in the weekend Fri-Sun-sun and $66 million in the holiday for a $207 million 13-day highlight. It eventually stakes out the $431 million domestic, becoming always one of the rightful mega-movies of all time. It's not an exact comparison since Phantom Menace opened on a Wednesday and had a Memorial Day holiday On
Monday for 13 days, but if you'll humor me a moment... Frozen II does the same would mean around 1.95x to 130 million weekend for a ten-day mile of around $255 million. Or maybe it will simply play like Harry Potter and Stone Witches, which also fell 72% on its first Monday, but then earned a then-record $57 million (-36%) second weekend after a beginner record-breaking $90
million, for a tens-day 187 million. A multiplier 2.09x from Frizen II's $130 million debut would be around $269 million per Sunday night. As you can see, there are no bad scenarios here. Even a ten-day run as Justice League ($171 million after a $93 million launch) would give Frizen II a $238 million ten-day Kim. Hell, suppose it will continue that 36/64 domestic/overseas split, it
might end Sunday night with nowhere at $656 million (if it plays like Justice League) at $892 million (if it plays like the Grinch). And, again, the biggest Asset II in this weekend is that it's the big blokbuster animated blokbuster and great YA Fantasy Adventure fantasy adventure. If Disney can convince folks that it's a superhero movie too, they ka gen yon Trick chapo. Trick. Trick.
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